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Different perspective...



BIZfolIo

I encourage you to get familliar with our Wojtyś Wójtowicz 

Architects short business & portfolio presentation. Hopefully 

it will allow you to get to know us better and in the end let us 

built and create something exciting - together! Enjoy!

- Marcin Wojtyś, co-owner
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hello

Currently, WWA is a design group that brings together a 

dozen or so outstanding specialists located in three key 

Polish cities.The studio’s head office is located in Poznań, 

where the Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architekci company was es-

tablished. Currently, we also have branches in Warsaw and 

Cracow. 

The organizational structure was divided due to the size, 

team predispositions and market expectations.In Poznań, 

we implement projects on an XL, L scale, in addition to 

architects, the electrical and HVAC engineers work in the 

office. Our business center is located in Warsaw. It’s task is 

to acquire new contracts, international contacts and 

servicing ongoing key clients with headquarters in the 

capital. 

In Cracow, we implement projects on the XS, S scale 

(commercial interiors and individual buildings).

Technical infrastructure and current capabilities, let us co-

aBout us

By building partnerships based on mutual trust and desire 

to achieve common goals, we want to create long lasting 

relationships with clients who can appreciate the quality of 

architecture but also documentation and ongoing service. 

We believe that our success is the success of our recipients, 

partners and finally users. Let’s reach the hight together 

together!

our vIssIon

our mIssIon

As an interdisciplinary team of architects, engineers and designers, we want to provide highest quality documentation that 

is original, socially and culturally aware, and provides ultra-precise sollutions.

7+

15+

95+

50+

Years in business

Employees

Projects

Clients

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE  - DEFINES OUR

DESIgN APPROACH. WE TRy TO LOOk AT 

EACH PROjECT FROM THECUSTOMER’S, THE 

FINAL RECIPIENT’S AND THE gENERAL CON-

TRACTOR’S PERSPECTIVE. 

WWA

operate between our units, branches and very quickly meet 

the needs of our clients, often on site, at their premises. All 

this thanks to dispersion and organization, based on the 

latest technologies.

Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architekci is a young design studio, 

which dates back to 2012. The founders were Wojtyś 

Marcin and Wójtowicz Szymon.
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hIstory
fIRm’S

2012 2017 2019

today20182015

The company Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architekci is 
established. From now on, the achievements of 
WMA and SWARCH will determine the strength of 
the WWA team.

Opening of a branch in Warsaw. The annual 
volume exceeds 50,000 m2 of designed surface.

Expansion of the Krakow branch, WWA
exceeds 500k m2 of total area at which our 
projects were used!

WWA has a representation in 3 strong urban 
centers in Poland. We design large commercial 
buildings, work on urban scale projects and 
smaller - private commissions.

Opening of the interior and single-family housing 
projects departement in Krakow. Establishment 
of the NOWW brand.

Moving to a new headquarters in the center of 
Poznań. The company employs for the first time
directly over 10 people, indirectly another 15.

today tomorrow

Today, Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architects studio, ceases 

to be anonymous. Thanks to many developements 

whose commercial success would not have been 

possible without our commitment, skills and 

knowledge - we are slowly but constatntly building 

our market position. Being focused on large 

commercial topics, we understand that time is the 

key to any success.

The goal for tomorrow is to build the company’s 

identity based on completed projects showing it as a 

professional, responsible and capable of delivering 

even largest designs, interdisciplinary platform. In 5 

years from now, we want to be placed in the same 

row as the largest in the industry (in Poland). We 

know that without hard work we won’t achieve it, 

that’s why we have already begun!

Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architects studio was initiated by two long-time friends, Wojtyś Marcin and Wójtowicz Szymon. 

graduates of the Faculty of Architecture of the Cracow University of Technology. In 2018, Wojciech Nowak joined 

the team, becoming at the same time the partner and head of our sister company NOWW.

DURINg THE FIRST 7 yEARS OF ACTIVITy, THE STUDIO HAD THE 

PLEASURE OF DESIgNINg IN POLAND, ON THE AMERICAN 

CONTINENT, THE BAHAMAS AND THE FAR EAST. DURINg THAT 

TIME, NEARLy 500,000 M2 OF TOTAL AREA HAS BEEN DELIVERED.
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People are the team’s strength, we try to have our studio filled with people who we would like to become one day! 

Among us, there are architects, designers, engineers, constructors, there is a pilot, several sailors, a painter, 

kickboxer and a carpenter. Each of them represents our strength, come, get to know us! Thank you!

message
bOARd’S

I believe that we are able, as a team, to design 

virtually anything. We are aware of our capabilities, 

our strenghts and weaknesses. We also know that 

only by hard work, comittement one can achieve 

excellence.

WOjTyś MARCIN

MARCIN WOjTyś SzyMON WójTOWICz

WOjCIECH NOWAk

CO-OWNER, WARSAW OFFICE

WWA Warsaw WWA Poznań

NOWW - Cracow

“I would like, in the perspective of 5, maybe 10 

years from now, to feel exavctly how Howard 

Roark felt, standing on the 40th floor of his own 

deisgned skyscrapper.”

We focus on continuous development.

We are not afraid of challenges.

We solve seemingly unsolvable problems.

Our work gives us satisfaction and

fulfillment.

Precise, accurate documentation can save time and 

money during construction. Thoughtful, based on 

interdisciplinary ideas, solutions whose foundations 

lie not only in theory but also in the experience of the 

architect are the basics of working with space, light 

and sound. 

Our motto is: DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE - we try to 

look at problems from an angle that guarantees their 

optimal solving. It not always means that we look 

straight ahead!

our phIlosophy

team

Arch MSc, PhD student. A 

graduate of the Cracow 

University of Technology, 

diploma obtained with dis-

tinction in: 2009. Scholar-

ship holder at the Universi-

ty of Knoxville, Tennessee.

MSc. arch. A graduate of 

the Cracow University 

of Technology, diploma 

obtained in 2009. Awarded 

many times with interior 

design publications.

Arch MSc, PhD student. A 

graduate of the Cracow 

University of Technology, 

diploma obtained in: 2009 

- winner of the competi-

tion for best diploma of 

the year in Poland by TUP. 

Scholarship holder at 

University of Weimar.
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Board: 

Wojtyś Marcin, MSc. Arch. - Warsaw

Wójtowicz Szymon, MSc. Arch. - Poznań

Partners:

Nowak Wojciech, MSc. Arch. - Cracow

Architects: 

Banach Magdalena, MSc. Arch. - Poznań 

Dac Agata, MSc. Arch. - kraków

Assistants:

knapacz Ewa, Engineer - Poznań

Brzuchańska Iga, MSc. Arch. - Cracow

Sanitary installations: 

klitkowski Tomasz, MSc. - Poznań

Electrical Installations:

Wojtaszek Łukasz, MSc. - Poznań

Structural:

Drzewiecki Przemysław, MSc. - Poznań

krupecka joanna, MSc. - Poznań (concrete)

Dąbrowski Bartłomiej, MSc. - Poznań (steel)

full team
Industry specialists work literally in our studio. For projects ordered “as full package” our cubature team designs 

shoulder to shoulder. Currently at the headquarters in Poznań, apart from Architects, projects are being developed 

on-site by designers from the Sanitary and Electrical sector. Ultimately, the team will stay supplemented by 

structural engineers..

PRzEMySŁAW DRzEWIECkI TOMASz kLITkOWSkI

ŁUkASz WOjTASzEk

Structural Engineer Poznań HVAC Engineer Poznań

Electric Engineer Poznań

engIneers

MSc. Graduate of the 

Poznań University of 

Technology, diploma at 

the Faculty of Civil and 

Environmental Engineering 

in 2007.

Master of Science, gradu-

ate of the Poznań Universi-

ty of Technology, diploma 

at the faculty of Electrical 

Engeneering obtained in 

2007. SEP certificate above 

1kV (d + e).

MSc. Graduate

Poznan University of 

Technology, diploma at the 

Faculty of Civil Engineering,

Architecture and 

Environmental Engineering 

obtained in: 2004.
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projects
OuR

We invite you to familiarize yourself with selected projects 

completed in our studio. Works presented are a fraction of our 

achievements, we hope you will like them. Personally, we are 

proud of each of them, we do not hide the fact that we hope 

that in the next Bizfolio edition we will be able to post a jointly 

delivered design.

www.wojtyswojtowicz.pl/eng/
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CLIENT: Greater Poland Capital

projects
ARCHITECTuRAl

Honest, responsible, durable, full of culture that differs from ... construction. This 

should be architecture, full of light and its play with shadows, involved, seeking 

answers.

In our process, we are looking for simple, tailor-made, utilitarian at the same 

time, sollutions. At some level of perception we are all the same. In this space 

that differs us, there is a place for the architecture we want to create. 

a/01. open house - poZnań

Open housing estate contradicts currently, commonly implemented closed, inaccessible housing arrangements.

We wanted to create a sense of comfort by removing barriers. Strong, bold design, was propossed in reference to the 

character of the place - young, dynamic, new part of Poznań A lot of open space, greenery, natural, local raw materials. 
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CLIENT: AWBUD S.A., TKALNIA SP. Z O.O.

a/02. weavIng plant - paBIanIce

Fulfillment of many architect’s dreams. Historic tissue, old Pabianice textile buildings and the Krusche & Ender factory 

revitalization project. Working under local historic and landmark comitties supervision was a challenge, but the effects, as 

always with this type of investments, probably exceeded everyone’s expectations. New cultural and shopping center

was created on an area of nearly 3 ha and is the first stage of real revitalization of one of the most interesting cities in 

Poland.
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kLIENT:

kLIENT:

PTB NICKEL SP. Z O.O.

GOMEZ SP. Z O.O. SP. K.

a/04. gomeZ - poZnań

At the request of PTB NICKEL, a leading building contractor in Greater Poland, we completed the Network Control Center 

for a water and sewage management company from Poznań - AQUANET S.A. A modern, cozy office building which was 

built on the foundations of the old engine room. The building became the heart of the distribution network for the city of 

Poznań. With it’s high end equipement, military grade security sollutions, this building became one of the most interesting 

topics we have worked on.

Competition entry for GOMEZ.PL, to design head office of the brand’s stationary store in Poznań. The intention was to 

create a very bright, light object, referring to the materials of Spain and the southern coasts of Europe. Mediterranean 

climate, along with its temperament transferred directly to Poznan. Finally, 2nd place, we are currently implementing 

another commercial facility with an area of approximately 30,000 m2 for GOMEZ. This time - no competition. 

a/03.  water and sewege net-
work control center - aquanet
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a/05. jtc - poZnań

kLIENT: MAIN HOLDING

In the heart of Poznan, at one of the busiest, public transport, interchanges in Europe, we have located a complex of 

multi-functional towers. Hotel, offices, shopping mall, residential building. All within one complex. Simple architecture, 

clean, demanding. Public space priority and high quality interiors make the Jeżyce Tower Complex unique. 
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On a slope, next to a forest, among pine trees

a single-family housing project was created that 

combines local tradition based on wood shines with 

modernity. The wooden cap, the collapse of the 

lump, give the whole a unique feel.

Burned wood, lake, marina x concrete, glass, steel. 

This combination guarantees unique

impact on the senses, spatial sensations and sensory 

experiences. We hope that we have managed to 

capture all this in the LAKE1 project.

CLIENT:

CLIENT:

PRIVATEy

PRIVATE

d/02. prZylesIe

d/01. lake1

A home for a known rally driver.

Beautiful location, demanding, level difference 

between the road and ground floor: 5m. Glass 

hidden behind wooden blinds, architectural concrete, 

gardennot available to unwanted guests. Private and 

open at the same time!

CLIENT: PRIVATE

d/03. cuBIca



CLIENT: MUNICIPAL OFFICE OF WARSAW

Competition entry. The task was to revitalize Narutowicza Square in Warsaw, with particular emphasis on

improving communication in the area. Our interpretation was to create a viable plan based on a new, safe and convenient 

communication system taking into account the priority of public transport. Without restoring the historical outline of the 

buildings, with a new square and underground, open and safe pedestrian space.
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uRbAn 

Urban planning and design have a special place in our studio. If the projects 

were categorized by scale in correlation to their significance, there is probably 

no greater responsibility over extensive spatial projects. Streets, squares, parks, 

districts ... cities, the number of variables means that the level of responsibility 

increases disproportionately. In parallel, this translates into satisfaction and 

contentment when all the pieces of the puzzle begin to interact with each other, 

and the planning design begins to be the background for outstanding 

architecture.

In our design group, Szymon Wójtowicz is the leader of planning projects. His 

many years of experience and numerous projects perfectly complement the 

range of services offered by WWA.

u/01. narutowIcZa square 

plannIng &
desIgn
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u/02. wolne tory

OTHER

u/03. katowIce

The ŚSPP Katowice project was created as a result of using the method of analyzing and building a network of public 

spaces. Building sucha a network can be an opportunity to improve the logic of the spatial structure of the city, provid-

ed that the integration strategy is consistently implemented (improved attractiveness) as part of the local revitalization 

program for sectoral activities. Katowice has received a plan implementing a network of connections between individual 

squares and streets, especially the strategy of connecting the northern and southern part of downtown in the vicinity of the 

station, which was not used in the currently adopted form of reconstruction. The connections are strengthened by defined 

and potential pedestrian flows and the vitality of the borders of public spaces determined by the edges of squares, streets 

or green spaces. This allowed harmonization of the potentials of elements of the spatial structure of the downtown. 

The project became a voice in the discussion about the transformation of Katowice Center - as the capital of the Silesian 

conurbation.

CLIENT: MUNICIPAL OFFICE OF POZNAN / PKP S.A. 

“The proposed urban complex Wolne Tory is treated as a potential strategic project. Planning arrangements regulating 

subsequent stages of preparation for implementation should include indicators that - as in the case of the famous “flagship 

projects” (eg: HafenCity or Lyon Cofluence) - will force a high standard of urban, architectural and construction sollutions, in 

terms of energy efficiency and other criteria specific to sustainable urban planning. This direction of implementation of the 

principles of architectural policy also corresponds to those elements of the record of solutions adopted, which emphasize 

the importance of the activity of building floors and the role it plays in creating the right atmosphere of public space. “

- A piece of a description of the competition work for which we received the 4th prize for more than 100 attempts from all 

over the world. 

CLIENT:



CLIENT: PRIVATE

The very center of Krakow obliges. We have designed these boutique apartments for rent in which we wanted

maintain the atmosphere of a typical tenement house interior combined with friendly pastel colors. We took some from 

Mid Century Modern and translated it into NØWW language. Honestly we could move in ourselves even today! 
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InTERIOR

NOWW - a design unit, part of WWA group, that deals with interior projects, 

residential and single-family architecture.

The project team is focused on an individual approach to every commision and 

paying special attention to details and precision of execution on the S scale.

“We like to design, create beautiful and timeless spaces. Our leitmotif is based 

on drawing inspiration from what is true, real and honest. In our works it is easy 

to find references to the morning colors of the halls among the Tatra peaks, the 

texture of the gray board from the bridge stretching over the waters of Solina, 

the spatial structure inspired by the rough, industrial character of the production 

hall in Porcelain Factory in Katowice. “

- Wojciech Nowak, partner, chief interior designer

w/01. ourhouse/yourhouse

archItecture desIgn
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The architecture of this space was a good excuse to 

create something unique. Thanks to the open and 

creative minds of the owners, this beautiful interior 

was created. Maintained in the Scandinavian spirit-

where colors and authenticity of materials, working 

together came along just perfect.

One of the main features of this place is multifaceted 

eclecticism. Flat is located in a brand new building, 

which collides with the interior abound in peculiar 

vintage objects,. To be honest there is more than one 

interesting story behind all of them.

CLIENT:

CLIENT:

PRIVATE

PRIVATE

w/03. skandIa

w/02. gallery

Creating an apartment in an art studio is probably 

the dream of every architect. Unusual space allowed 

the project to be an ideal background for art which 

we introduced into the interior.

The main idea of the concept is within multi-task 

built-in wardrobe along the entire length of the 

room. A characteristic element is the ladder thanks 

to which the use of the wardrobe becomes very easy. 

Everything covered with pastel colors and toned 

down contrasts.

CLIENT:

CLIENT:

PRIVATE

PRIVATE

w/05. workshop

w/04. ladder h
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An intimate, friendly, home-like interior of the entrance lobby and two retreat rooms for specialists in the field of acquiring 

key employees. The goal was to shorten the distance between the recruiter and the future worker. made possible in 

cooperation with: Justyna Friedberg.

CLIENT: Aterima  sp. z o.o.

wk/01. aterIma

A meeting place run by medical students of the Jagiellonian University. Cafe, science salon, bistro, cocktail bar in one. 

Located in the center of Cracow, in a tenement house - the Spis Palace. Classics and modernity in the historic interiors. 

Freshness filled with the smell of roasted coffee. Meetings, concerts, workshops and lectures will constitute this cultural and 

scientific gem in the heart of Cracow.

CLIENT: PRIVATE

wk/02. lege artIs
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Design of a gastro stand in a shopping gallery. Premium brand Temari Sushi.Design of spatial visualization and interior of the ODO chain stores.

CLIENT:CLIENT: Temari sp. z o.o.SKK sp. z o.o. .

wk/04. temarIwk/03. odo



BIM - building information 

management - environ-

ment designed for building 

complex information man-

agement structures form 

construction to building 

operation.
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eko

Our priority now is to implement our own ecological 

package which in theory saves more paper and 

electricity, forcing us to consciously manage 

resources, including water, gas and waste 

management. Ultimately, we want to get to a situ-

ation in which both ourselfes and our clients - we 

carry out tasks with the lowest possible 

environmental impact.

Breeam, leed
bIm

We work with outstanding specialists in BREEAM and 

LEED certification. We advise our clients to launch 

consultants at the concept stage to avoid additional 

costs in subsequent design phases.

SzyMON WójTOWICz

CO-OWNER, POZNAŃ OFFICE

WWA - INNA PERSPEKTYWA

“At work, I use BIM environment supplied by 

Archicad, graphisoft. It allows certain amount of 

freedom in designing and enables quick and easy 

presentation techniques. “

We are working in the AutoCad environment. We work with BREEAM and LEED assessors.

We are working in BIM environment based on 

Graphisoft’s Archicad..

We have our own 3d printers enabling rapid 

prototyping of models.

The extensive IT infrastructure allows us to carry 

out inter-office tasks.

We have an internet platform for quick confer-

ence, able to service for up to 30 people - online.

Flexibility requires customization. We are currently 

implementing topics using the two most popular 

platforms. On one hand we remain faithful to the 

“old school” and draw using AutoCad from Autodesk, 

on the other hand, we are chasing innovations while 

working in a BIM environment, using ArchiCad from 

Graphisoft.

Knowing both platforms, we can easily capture the 

pros and cons of each and fully use their potential.

There is a full standardization in our studio, starting 

from layer names, through tables, descriptions and 

file names.

our phIlosophy



We have a database of 

several thousand design 

details that we have 

developed for our own 

needs as well as many 

well-known and respected 

design studios!
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process
dESIgn & buIld

project executIon

We have extensive experience in implementing 

projects from concept to executive designs. We have 

developed an original design program, which, 

assuming the implementation of the full package 

allows us to design with unparalleled detail from the 

very beginig. Making the final projects extra precisse.

Thanks to the ultra-precise approach to

design, for topics that we handled from concept to 

construction, we were able to get differences in GC’s 

valuations of even 1.5%!

We have a significant amount of projects in our port-

folio that we carried out parallel with the construc-

tion, at the same time complementing supervisory 

responsibilities.

As an interdisciplinary team, we try to focus on designing in the global sense. We start with the concept, 

continue by obtaining planning documents, building permits, and executive projects thus creating an environment 

for secure and consistent, as expected outcomes.

WWA HAS STARTED WITH SUPPORTINg gENERAL CONTRACTORS 

ON VARIOUS CONSTRUCTION SITES. HUgE EXPERIENCE gAINED 

WHILE WORkINg ON LARgE SCALE PROjECTS  ALLOWED US TO 

DEVELOPE HOW TO DESIgN CONSCIOUS, OPTIMAL AND PRECISE 

DOCUMENTATION.



lIst of projects
full 

For your comfort, we have conducted the following list of budildings and designs. We wish to 

point out that we have carried out various topics to a different extent, we are happy to provide 

an accurate description on request!

Apparently, the architect should not fall in love with a building, eventually it will break his heart 

anyway, we think that it is always a relationship for life no matter what!

An architect, like no other, should be responsible for his designs, towards history, space 

and society. We try to design so that without any hassitation, when asked, we can 

confirm that in fact it was us, who made this or that building possible. *

* na życzenie wskażemuy konkretny zakres, wraz z podaniem podstawowych parametrów, takich jak powierzchnia użytkowa, kubatura, oreintacyjne koszty projektu, budowy. Wymienione projekty zawierają wszystkie proejkty przy których pracowlaiśmy bez podziału na zakres.

SHOPPING MALL KASKADA - SZCZECIN

SHOPPING MALL AVENIDA - POZNAŃ

SHOPPING MALL POSNANIA - POZNAŃ

SHOPPING MALL MOKOTÓW / DESIGNER GALLERY - 

WARSZAWA

RAIL STATION EXTENSION PKP STAGE 1 - POZNAŃ

RAIL STATION EXTENSION PKP STAGE 2 - POZNAŃ

TUNNEL + FAST RAIL TRACK - POZNAŃ

DIY STORE: CASTORAMA KOMORNIKI - POZNAŃ

DIY STORE: CASTORAMA - PABIANICE

DIY STORE: CASTORAMA - GRUDZIĄDZ

DIY STORE: CASTORAMA - SWARZĘDZ

DIY STORE: CASTORAMA - ZIELONA GÓRA 

SHOPPING MALL TKALNIA - PABIANICE

RETAIL PARK - BOLESŁAWIEC

NETWORK CONTROL CENTER AQUANET - POZNAŃ

OFFICE COMPLEX MB1 - CRACOW

CARGO TERMINAL EXTENSION - ŁAWICA - POZNAŃ

BLUM DETAILING - SWARZĘDZ

PHOENIX CONTACT FACTORY - TARNOWO PODGÓRNE

DSM FACTORY - NIEPRUSZEWO

JTC OFFICE COMPLEX- POZNAŃ

GOMEZ STORE - SUCHY LAS

GOMEZ PARK - SUCHY LAS

OPEN HOUSING PROJECT - POZNAŃ

AVAILABLE HOUSING - NASSAU, BAHAMY

SINGLE FAMILLY HOUSING (x5)

RADISSON HOTEL - ZAKOPANE

ODO STORES - VISUAL CONCEPT

TEMARRI - MALL STAND CONCEPT

TENEMENT HOUSE - UL. KANTAKA 2 I 4 - POZNAŃ

MILITARY PROJECTS - DETAILS HIDDEN, UPON REQUEST



projektów
PEłnA lISTA

Zebraliśmy dla Państwa listę obiektów, zaznaczamy, iż różne tematy realizowaliśmy w różym 

zakresie, dla każdego chętnie przedstawimy pełen zakres na żądanie! 

Podobno architekt nie powinien zakochiwać się w budynku, ten i tak przecież złamie mu serce, 

my uważamy, że to i tak zawsze jest związek na całe życie!

Architekt, jak nikt inny powinien być odpowiedzialny za swoje projekty, wobec historii, 

przestrzeni, społeczeństwa. Staramy się projektować tak, żeby bez zastanowienia pod-

pisać się pod każdym naszym projektem.

projects
fInISHEd

Currently, according to the studio’s philosophy, we strive to implement our own individual 

projects. We value uniqueness, we try to build our own identity and brand recognition.

At the time of publishing this BIZFOLIO, approximately 80,000 m2 of usable floor space is being 

implemented according to our designs 

As part of the Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architects and NOWW design group, over time, we were 

able to implement several dozen of topics. For some we were working as  a part of the 

team, for others we were leaders, and for some we were simply assisted as consultants. *
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Send us an email! Say 

hello! Let us know how 

you like this presentation! 

It would mean a lot to us 

if you did! 

hello@wojtyswojtowicz.pl

More information about our studio and partners can be found on the internet on our websites and social profiles. 

I encourage you to read our profiles on linkedin, instagram and facebook.

& frIends
SOCIAl

wojtyswojtowicz.pl/eng/

noww.pl

massprefab.com

fb.com/wojtyswojtowiczarchitekci

instagram.com/wojtyswojtowiczarchitekci

instagram.com/wojtysmarcin

instagram.com/noww_studio

linkedin.com/company/wojtyś-wójtowicz-architekci

linkedin.com/in/marcinwojtys

skype: wwa_office



Wojtyś Wójtowicz Architects

Sienkiewicza St. 22/18

60 818 Poznań, Poland

OFFICE:           +48 61 307 15 14

  +48 61 307 15 15

 

WARSAW:     +48 696 026 307

POZNAŃ:       +48 698 425 502

CRACOW:       +48 601 738 806

@:   biuro@wojtyswojtowicz.pl 

W:         www.wojtyswojtowicz.pl/eng/
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thank 
you!
We hope these few pages have given you a fair image of 

our company. Maybe next time we see eachother above a 

piece of paper with our design and your project on it!

Thank you for spending your time reading this BIZFOLIO.  

Let’s look at design from a: DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE - 

together! 
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POZNAŃ:                   +48 698 425 502

CRACOW:                   +48 601 738 806

@:   biuro@wojtyswojtowicz.pl 

W:         www.wojtyswojtowicz.pl/eng/

We care about our planet, for every printed BIzFOLIO, we have 

planted a tree. The paper we use, comes from environmen-

tally responsible source, and printed with water based inks.
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